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VEGAS VAIRS 
CHAPTER 891 OF CORSA 
MEETS 2

ND
 WEDNESDAY OF 

EVERYMONTH AT  7:00 P.M. 

DENNY’S RESTAURANT 

COME EARLY TO MEET AND 

GREET !! 

3081 S. MARYLAND PARKWAY 

LAS VEGAS, NV 89109 

734-1295 

 

MEMBERSHIP DUES ARE $20  

DUE BY FEBRUARY 1 OF EACH  

YEAR. THEY MAY BE PAID AT 

THE MONTHLY MEETING OR 

MAILED TO: 

VEGAS VAIRS 

P.O. BOX 62925 

LAS VEGAS, NV. 89162-1925 

OFFICERS 

VIC HOWARD, PRESIDENT 

ARLON SIBERT, VICE PRESIDENT 

BOB HELT, SECRETARY 

INGRID HOWARD, TREASURER 

EDITOR: VIC HOWARD 

        5574 TABLEAU 

        FORT MOHAVE, AZ.  86426 

                928-768-6062 

ACTIVITIES DIRECTOR: 

               G. HARRY RANSOM 

              702-395-6992 

MEMBERSHIP CHAIR; 

              SUZAN SIBERT 

 

ADVERTISING: FREE  TO CLUB 

MEMBERS, $25 PER YR. FOR 

BUSINESSES AND NON 

MEMBERCONTRIBUTIONS TO 

VEGAS VAIRS VISION ARE 

ALWAYS WELCOME!!!! 

 

If you wish to submit articles, ads, 

photos, etc. email me at :  

VicHoward@frontiernet.net                   

or  to  my address listed above.                     

MEMBERSHIP DUES 
ARE DUE THIS 
MONTH. 
DUES ARE STILL $20 
AND SHOULD BE 
PAID TO THE 
TREASURER, INGRID 
HOWARD AT THE 
MEETING, OR MAILED 
TO HER ADDRESS 

LISTED. 

BERNARDO    PAUL & VICKI  paulselect@mvdsl.com                                               398-3972 

BILLOTTI, JR   FRANK                       fbillotti@cox.net                                                                    649-9278 

BOEHM     BOB & MARCIA                     mkboehm@embarqmail.com                                                454-9794 

BRITT    KEVIN & MARY                   mekbritt01@aol.com                                                                    293-5104 

CASSERA   MICHAEL & DANIE                   michael@cassera.net                                         658-9370     480-4404 cel 

CASTIGLIONE  PAMELA                    dimene80@msn.com                                                                   301-9808 

CHARASKA   JOHN                                                                                                                               631-3455 

D'ANGERIO JOHN                     gennamarie@cox.net                                                                  459-5567 

EKX RAYMOND & ROBYN                    wengine201@me.com                             798-7198      home 280-7817 cel 

FELLOWS LLOYD  & Shelley                    mybigv10@yahoo.com                                                            219-0188 

GREEN PAUL   

HAVINS JACOB                                        havinsjacob@yahoo.com                                                430-0667                                                 

HELT BOB & DELORES                     bobhelt@aol.com                                                                    256-2008 

HOLT DON & BERTHA                     pirita3647@aol.com                                                                    860-7647                 

HOWARD VIC & INGRID                     vichoward@frontiernet.net                                        928-768-6062 

HURD MIKE                                        duner14@hotmail.com                                                 302-5415 

JACKSON MELVIN C                                          fourbigmel@yahoo.co                                                  5678068    755-2286 

MAGOWAN KELLY                      yukonred@aol.com                                                                     595-8909 

KATZ MARTY & BERTHA                     martykatz53@yahoo.com                                                 303-7829 

LAGER WILLIAM                                         wizbang707@embarqmail.com                                                 263-9424 

MCKINNEY  ERNEST                                                                                                                                682-5910 

MILLER GIL & SHARON                     gilmil@mvdsl.com                                                                    397-8755 

PARKER JOHN                                                                                                                                 875-3494 

O'SHEA JACK                                          joco99@cox.net                                                                     733-5893 

RANSOM G. HARRY                                          ghr500@embarqmail.com                                                 395-6992 

SCHEINDT  RUDY & CHAR                      rudychar@wirelessbeehive.com                       435-884-5583 

SIBERT ARLON & SUZAN                      arsibert@cox.net             645-6666 

STONER HOWARD    withers16@aol.com            732-1184 

WARD DAN & CANDACE   drawnad@embarqmail.com           457-8274 

WATTS RICHARD                 431-1861      

WENTWORTH   SALLIE & STEVE   sastum@embarqmail.com            452-5670 

ZALE JAMES & NORA                    jameszale@cox.net                                                                     649-5464 
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          PRESIDENTS PAGE  
 

This will be my LAST  column in the newsletter as president of the club. I have had fun being the president,  
 
especially this year when other members stepped up to take over some of the things I had been doing.Jobs  
 
like  the 50/50 raffle and trying to follow and report on activities in the Las Vegas area that our club may want  
 
to participate in such as the Friday cruises and the many car shows that take place. Since I live about 100  
 
miles from Las Vegas it was difficult for me to try to be aware of those activities. Thank you Howard Stoner for  
 
doing such a good job this year with the 50/50 and my thanks to Harry Ransom, your next club president, for  
 
taking on the Activities Chairman role. 
 
Since I took over as Newsletter Editor I have learned many new tricks with my tired old computer. I also  
 
learned I needed to get myself some updated programs and I am trying to make the newsletter I produce a bit  
 
better each month.  
 
Ingrid and I had every intention to attend the Mesquite Car Show but the night before we were to move our  
 
motorhome from the RV park in Vegas to the Casa Blanca Casino RV park  I developed some stomach  
 
problems and we decided to head home on Friday. I’m hoping, as I write this column, that those who did attend  
 
will have some pictures to display the event. I so much looked forward to seeing the variety of cars, including  
 
the Corvairs and UltraVans that were to be on display.  
 
I have asked Mike Cassera to post the amended club by-laws on our website for you to view. Please take a  
 
look at them at your convenience. 
 
I hope we have as good or better turnout of members at the February meeting since it is the official business  
 
meeting for  the year and we also will be doing the election of the officers for the coming year. In case you are  
 
not aware who is on the ballot (unfortunately only one candidate per office) they are: 
 
Harry Ransom ------ President 
Bob Boehm ----------Vice President 
Paul Bernardo ------ Secretary 
Ingrid Howard--------Treasurer 
Bob Helt---------------Board Member At Large 
 
We hope to see you there on February 10th !!! 
 

DON’T FORGET TO PAY YOUR DUES THIS MONTH!!!! 
  



 
  

 

VEGAS VAIRS 

January 2010 MEETING MINUTES 

01/13/10 
 

Recorded by Secretary Bob Helt 

ATTENDANCE 
 
The following members were in attendance but no guests were present at this meeting: Vic Howard, Ingrid 
Howard, Arlon Sibert, Suzan Sibert, Paul Green, Harry Ransom, Howard Stoner, Ernest Mc Kenney, Paul 
Bernardo, Vicki Bernado, Kevin Britt, Jack O’Shea, Steve Wentworth, Bob Helt, Jim Zale, Nora Zale, and 

John Charaska.  
President Vic called the meeting to order at 7:10 PM.  
Treasurer Ingrid reported a balance of $364.01 in our bank account. Also the dues will be payable in 
February. 

OLD BUSINESS 
Harry reported on his volunteering activity with Opportunity Village. The Mesquite Car Show will be held during the next 

week. There was a discussion on moving the cars to different casinos so that they could park together. There was also a 

discussion on a meeting place and time so that those going to the show could caravan together, but it finally was decided 

that each person would just go at their own choice of time and that the club members would all meet up at the Casa 

Blanca buffet on Friday at 6:00 PM. President Vic commented that as Newsletter editor, he is sending all newsletters out 

via email to members with an email address. All other members will receive theirs by US mail delivery. President Vic 

reminded us that the by-law changes added a schedule for the selection of new officers. The changes detail the steps and 

timing for the selection of candidate club officers, their nominations and the election as follows. At the January meeting 

the candidates should be finalized, with the election being held at the February meeting and assumption of positions at 

the March meeting. 

The slate of proposed new officers was stated by President Vic as follows: 

President ………..Harry Ransom 

VP…………………….Bob Boehm 

Secretary…………Paul Bernardo 

Treasurer…………Ingrid Howard 

Board Member…Bob Helt 

NEW BUSINESS 
A question was asked about two nationally known Corvair vendors, Raffee and Corvair Underground and a wide-ranging 

discussion was held. 

Jack O’Shea showed the club an example of how a failed Corvair cooling thermostat could be replaced by a late-model 

choke thermostat. This swap may be necessary in the future due to the increasing difficulty in obtaining original-type 

thermostats. Jack showed us how the cooling door on the hot air duct opened when heated by a hair dryer. 

Howard Stoner held the raffle and $29 was won by Ernie Mc Kenney. 

There being no further business, the meeting was ended at about 7:50 PM. 
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                INSTALLING SPEAKERS IN THE VENT OPENINGS OF 

A LATE MODEL CORVAIR 
BY JOHN O’SHEA 

 
 
 
 
When I decided to install a modern radio in my 1965 Corvair one of the first decisions I had to make was where to install 
modern stereo speakers. Obviously the original speaker location under the center of the dashboard wouldn’t work too well 
for a pair of stereo speakers. Because I was installing the new radio in a convertible I did not want to spend a lot of money 
for speakers either. The acoustics in a convertible will never be like Carnegie Hall. 
 
I also did not want to alter the near perfect original door or quarter panel upholstery to install speakers. Again, in a 
convertible I made the decision to install only two speakers mounted up front. Because the car has factory A/C which can 
supply fresh air, I chose to mount the speakers behind the left and right kick panel vent grills since the vents are not 
needed for air circulation. 
 
When I started looking a little closer at those kick panel vents it looked like it wouldn’t be too hard to install speakers in the 
vent holes. The biggest problem seemed to be enclosures for the speakers that would keep dirt, leaves, bugs, water and 
anything else from coming down the cowl vents and getting into the speakers.  
 
I bought a pair of 4x6 speakers which fit in waterproof housings I found on the internet. The housings have a flange 
around the edge that allows them to sit back in the oval kick panel openings, then the speakers sit in the housings. That 
seals off any air and water that comes down from the cowl vent.  Here's a picture of a speaker and a housing. 

  

 
 
Here's another picture with the speaker sitting in the housing.  
 

 
 
The housings are stiff foam that's weatherproof. The speakers and the housings are from Crutchfield, the big web audio 
place. The "Kicker" speakers were $49.95/pair and the "XTC" housings were $7.95 each. 
 
Obviously the vent door assembly can't be used in this game plan. My idea was to glue the foam housing into the vent 
hole in the body, then attach the speaker with some metal tabs and run the  wires upward, then install the kick panel with 
the grill.  
 
I used a 1/4-20x3/4" carriage bolt with a painted head in the hole where the kick panel fresh air knob goes. You don't need 
the knob if you go with speakers and the Bowden cable gets in the way. The bolt looks like it belongs in there. I 
sandpapered off the markings on the bolt head and sprayed it semi-gloss black. On the back side I used a couple of 3/8" 
washers to fit over the carriage bolt square section, then a 1/4" washer and a nut. 
  



 
 
 
 
 
 
The vent holes in the body and the kick panels both have a small depression on one edge to allow clearance for the 
Bowden cable that operates the vent door. The depressions in the body vent holes have to be filled. I used pieces of hard 
foam. I also had to cut the cable depressions out of both kick panels. The surgery will not show when the panels are 
installed and the grills are in place. 
 
This picture shows the passenger side vent hole. It's a little hard to see the depression for the cable in this picture. It's on 
the right edge just a little above center. Anyway, the vent hole surface is flat except for that depression which must be 
filled with something in order to have a good sealing surface for the speaker housing.  
 

 
 
Here's a picture of the depression filled with a piece of florist foam. It’s the stuff they stick flower stems in. It's cheap at 
Wal-Mart and very easy to shape. I glued the foam in with some Automotive Goop. The foam piece is about 2 1/2" long, 
about 1" wide and about 5/8" deep. With the foam installed there's a flat surface all the way around the opening.  
 

 
 
The height of the vent opening in the body is slightly greater than the height of the foam speaker housing, so I had to 
cement in aluminum filler strips. 

 

 
 
Aluminum strips are needed to mount the speaker in the hole. The strips need holes near the left and right edges which 
will allow for screws to go into the edges of the vent hole. The holes in the strips are not shown in this picture. I put the 
foam housing in the hole, then put the speaker in the housing and screwed through the aluminum strips into the car body. 

 

 

  



 
 
 
 
 
Here are a couple of pictures with the speaker installed. The foam speaker housing has sealed the vent opening. 
 

 
 

Notice in the upper left corner of the picture there's a rubber grommet and the speaker wires coming into the car. 
 

 
 

This picture shows the speaker with the kick panel installed, but not the air grill. 
 

 
 

The speakers needed some protection from dust and dirt. I decided to cover the inside of the kick panel grill with some 
thin black cloth. Here’s a picture of the finished installation. You can also see the carriage bolt head that covers the hole 
where the vent knob used to be. 
 

 

  



 
 
 

                                             What About Hydrogen? 

                                                      
 (Part 1 of a 2 part article) 

                                                                  Bob Boehm 
 
 Some people in the world, and many in our country, have been worrying about what will be an 
alternative when the oil starts to run out.  In addition, more and more concern is developing about 
environmental quality.  CO2 levels have been increasing in the atmosphere.  Most of the demand for oil 
and the increase in global warming constituents are due to our use of gasoline.  If we wanted to change to 
another energy source, what would it be?  One possibility to consider is hydrogen.  In this, the first of two 
articles, I outline some basic aspects about hydrogen.  In the second to appear at a future time, I will 
outline some work that has been done on hydrogen vehicles at UNLV. 
      
First of all, put hydrogen into perspective in the grand scheme of things.  Hydrogen is the most common 
element in the universe.  In other words, there are more hydrogen atoms in existence than any others. 
 
Second, and this is equally important, hydrogen is not a fuel like natural gas or oil.  Instead it is an energy 
carrier.  In this manner it is like electricity in that it has to be generated.  If there is a supply of hydrogen 
(say in a tank or balloon), and it ultimately gets out of its container, it wants to form molecules with other 
elements in very quick fashion.  A typical thing that happens is that loose hydrogen will form water with 
oxygen in the atmosphere. 
      
There has been quite a bit of talk about using hydrogen as a fuel in the future for cars.  One of the really 
big drawbacks to this is that we don’t currently have filling stations that supply hydrogen.  In a term that 
is often used, we don’t have the “infrastructure” for dispersing this fuel.  However, this is something that 
could be done if we wanted to spend the money and time to do it.  There is actually a booming business in 
hydrogen along the Gulf coast of the US.  Petroleum refining facilities there use a lot of hydrogen, and big 
pipelines carry hydrogen from where it is generated to where it used.  In fact, about 9 million tons of 
hydrogen are currently produced per year in the US, and this enough for 20-30 million cars.   
 
 If hydrogen has to be generated, how is this done?  The cheapest way currently is by a process called 
“steam-methane reforming. “ This is the way that virtually all of the hydrogen made for the oil refining 
industry is done today.  While the details of how this process works are beyond the level we want to 
discuss here, suffice it to say it uses steam and natural gas (some of the latter is burned to heat the steam) 
to generate hydrogen.               While this is relatively inexpensive compared to other methods of 
generating hydrogen, it has two drawbacks for long-term use:  it consumes a nonrenewable resource 
(natural gas) and it generates a green house gas (CO2).  Other ways to generate hydrogen include 
electrolysis.  In elementary chemistry classes, the teacher might demonstrate this by putting bare wires 
from both the positive and negative electrodes of a battery in a beaker of water.  Hydrogen will be 
generated and bubble off of one wire and oxygen will bubble off of the other.  To perform electrolysis you 
need electricity and water.   Depending upon how the electricity is generated, this could also use 
nonrenewable resources and cause green house gases to be formed.  However, it can use renewable 
resources, and this will be discussed in the second part of part of this report (an upcoming newsletter) 
where the UNLV projects will be featured. Hydrogen generated by electrolysis can be extremely pure, and 
this is a good feature for some its uses. 
      
 
       



 
 
 
What are some of the ways that hydrogen might be used to propel a car?  Generally this is by one of two 
ways.  The simplest is by burning it as a fuel in an internal combustion engine only slightly modified from 
the ones we use today.  The second approach is to use a fuel cell.  Both of these approaches are discussed 
briefly in what follows. 
     
 Internal combustion engines modified to burn hydrogen offer a  relatively straight forward, and least 
expensive way to move vehicles into the hydrogen era.  When modified for hydrogen, the engine will, in 
general, burn cleaner with fewer pollutants than a gasoline or diesel engine.  The only concern in this 
regard is the generation of NOx.  However, with proper design, this can be minimized almost to zero.  
Hydrogen burns very quickly compared to gasoline, and it has a very wide ignition range (the relative 
proportions of hydrogen and air that will cause combustion).  Hence, the timing of the engine has to use 
quite different settings than what are required for gasoline.  One distinct problem is that filling the 
cylinders with sufficient gaseous fuel (natural gas is also an example) is more difficult than using 
gasoline.  In general the engine will put out less power than it does with a liquid fuel. Hence, some type of 
turbo charging or super charging is often used to increase the fuel load per engine firing.  A good feature 
is that ICE’s burning hydrogen would allow us to use existing engine repair knowledge (i.e. you could take 
it to Al’s Garage and he would know how to repair it). 
      
The other main approach to using hydrogen is in fuel cells.  A fuel cell is a little difficult to explain simply, 
but it is basically the reverse of an electrolyzer, which was mentioned in the discussion of hydrogen 
generation.  The electrolyzer takes in water and electricity, and makes oxygen and hydrogen.  The fuel 
cell takes in hydrogen and oxygen (the latter from the ambient air) and makes electricity.  Hence, the 
motive power is electrically driven.  Fuel cell vehicles are basically electric vehicles that use hydrogen to 
generate the electricity.  Fuel cells are extremely quiet and efficient, and their only emission is water 
vapor.  The down sides are: they need fairly pure hydrogen, purer than that required by an internal 
combustion engine; they are prone to contamination either from the fuel (if not sufficiently pure) or the 
ambient air; and they are quite expensive. 
      
Whatever is source motive power using hydrogen fuel, how the hydrogen is stored on board the vehicle 
(the fuel tank) is another issue.  Most of the hydrogen vehicles to date have used hydrogen gas storage.  
Since hydrogen is very light (this is why hydrogen balloons want to rise in air), it takes a lot more volume 
to store the same amount of fuel energy to what is stored in your gasoline powered car.  As a result of 
this, hydrogen gas is normally stored at very high pressure (typically 5000-6000 psi).  Other storage 
methods include liquefied hydrogen (lower volume required, but the liquid is at extremely low 
temperature).  This is the way NASA stores hydrogen on their spacecraft.   
 
Finally, although less used, hydrogen can stored in a metal hydride.  This is essentially a metal sponge 
that when cooled will soak up hydrogen gas, and when it is heated, it degasses.  The beauty of this is that 
the hydrogen storage pressure is lower (typically around a 100 psi), but the down side is that the storage 
unit is very heavy. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
Two cars produced by major manufacturers will be noted in closing.  BMW has had a hydrogen vehicle 
program for many years.  Their approach is to use a hydrogen-fueled internal combustion engine with 
liquefied hydrogen in the fuel tank.  These vehicles (typically 700 models) have not been put on the road 
in this country except for brief road trips.  Another company that has made a lot of progress in this topic 
is Honda.  The Clarity is the current vehicle version.  This is a fuel cell vehicle with gaseous hydrogen 
storage.  These are being leased in California.  Pictures of these two vehicles are shown below. 
 
 

 
 
 
The BMW dual fuel (hydrogen or gasoline) engine that has been installed in limited 700 model sedans.  
The cars have liquid hydrogen storage on board. 
 

 
 
The Honda Clarity, fuel-cell powered vehicle.  This car uses gaseous hydrogen fuel. 
                                         
                                    (CONTINUED IN NEXT MONTHS NEWSLETTER) 



 

 
~ TOTALLY SNAKE BIT ~ 

We Visit A Cobra Factory 
 

Report and Photos by G. Harry Ransom 
 

Have you ever owned your own business?  If I could do it all over again I wouldn’t be in the 
employ of someone else or some corporation.  No, I’d do my best to make it or break it on my 
own. 

Yeah, yeah, hindsight is 20-20 and I wear thick glasses.  But I know a guy who builds and 
maintains sports cars for a living.  He also races every chance he gets.  Now is that cool or what!? 

Let me introduce Tom and Dorothy Barnard.  They operate Tom’s Motorsports Inc. in the 
industrial park at Las Vegas Motor Speedway.  Tom is a down-to-earth regular kind of guy.  He 
grew up in rural northern (the locals there say “upper”) New York state.  He cut his driving 
skills thrashing pony cars on back woods gravel roads.  He then progressed as a driver and 
mechanic at tracks including Watkins Glen and Lime Rock. 

Racing was born into his DNA.  Both his parents were successful sports car racers.  Thus, 
with all his exposure, experience, and technical skills Tom wound up as the high volume builder 
of Shelby Cobra CSX sports cars for Shelby Automobiles, Inc.  It’s interesting to learn that 
federal government rules prevent any ONE manufacturer from completely building any 
historically titled vehicle.  In short, one can’t produce a 1965 model car all by themselves. 

Tom’s Motorsports Inc. receives parts and materials from Shelby and then fabricates the 
finished product according to the buying customer’s specs.  Barnard’s company has been 
engaged in this enterprise since 1995 and has successfully assembled more CSX Cobras than any 
other sub contractor to Shelby. 

I arranged a tour of the shop for various members of the Las Vegas Corvair Club Vegas Vairs, 
the Los Prados Car Club, and the Nevada Wing of the Commemorative Air Force.  To use a 
hackneyed expression “They were blown away.”  If you’re a real car guy or gal you can’t help but 
be impressed by a visit to Tom’s facility.  There’s usually 13 to 16 cars being worked on at any 
given time.  There’s so much rich road racing history here one would need a chain saw to cut 
through it all!  

 The Shelby Cobra is an American icon.  You don’t have to be a Ford guy to appreciate it.  
Chevy and Mopar dudes (and dudettes) know it’s simply a Cobra.  It’s sort of like “Tri-five” ’55-
’57 Chevys – they’re simply Tri-fives first.  Then too, ’55-’57 Thunderbirds are referred to as T-
Birds; not Fords. 

Barnard has worked for and raced with many notable road race dignitaries.  In 2009 he just 
missed capturing the National Auto Sports Association ( the “other” NASA) driving 
championship in the Super Unlimited Class by a few measly points.  Tom’s personal racer is an 
orange Cobra roadster with a Ford NASCAR style small block that produces over 850 h.p.! 

 Ford Motor Company and Shelby engineers and executives make regular visits to Tom’s 
shop.  He is currently working on one (of six) of thee original Cobra Daytona Coupes that won 
LeMans in 1965.  And just for good measure he showed us their recent handiwork with a 
refurbished original and genuine 427 FE “side oiler” engine which will be reinstalled back into a 
LeMans winning Ford GT-40 circa 1968. 

As I mentioned, automotive history is everywhere here.  I felt privileged to witness all the 
precious hardware and listen to Barnard’s endless stream of answers to his visitor’s eager 
questions.  This was one snake pit where I felt very, very comfortable.  Hsssssssssssssssssssssss. 

 
- - - - - - Dirty (now totally charmed) Harry 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
SECRETARY RTSECRETARY REPORT 
  

 

CARS/PARTS FOR SALE OR WANTED 

Kevin Britt has several of his fine Corvairs for sale. Contact Kevin at mekbritt01@aol.com  .                                     

 

                                                                                                                                                      

            

 

                  

                                                                                                                                                         

                                       

 

 

 

Clark’s Corvair Parts® 

CATALOG SALE  
 

Over 650 pages; 3+ Lbs.; over 15,000 
parts.  You need the 2007-2012 catalog. 

 
The following offers are good February, 

March & April 2010: 
$1 with a parts order over $20 

$3 In USA (shipping included).  Order by 

phone, fax, mail or email. 
$5 To Canada (shipping included).  

Order by phone, fax, mail or email. 
 

Clark’s Corvair Parts
®
 

400 Mohawk Trail, Shelburne Falls, MA  
01370       

413-625-9776     FAX: 413-625-8498     
www.corvair.com    

 email: clarks@corvair.com 

 This  is his 1964 Monza 

Convertible. It has a black 

interior, 4 speed transmission 

and a 110 hp engine. ASKING 

$14,750.00  (MAKE OFFER) 

His 1964 Spyder with a 150 hp Turbo, 

4 speed transmission, factory sport 

steering wheel,  79,000 original miles 

comes with Kelsey –Hayes knock off 

wheels and a custom made trailer to 

match which also has Kelsey-Hayes 

wheels available.                                       

ALL THIS FOR ONLY $14,000   !!!!!! 

HE IS  WILLING TO NEGOTIATE PRICE 

AS WELL AS SEPARATE THE TRAILER 

AND THE WHEELS INTO SEPARATE 

PACKAGES. 

 

mailto:mekbritt01@aol.com


 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Vegas Vairs #891 
PO Box 621925 
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